Seats are limited, call or drop in to pay for your guaranteed seat. Visa, MasterCard and interact are accepted. If you need to cancel a class you are obligated to call or e-mail one week prior to scheduled class time to receive a full refund, sorry no exceptions.

If a class is cancelled due to lack of registrations you will be entitled to a full refund. You will be notified by phone or e-mail.

We also ask you to refrain from perfumes or other scented applications, some individuals are highly sensitive to smells.

MACHINES PURCHASED AT KELLY'S ARE INTITLED TO A 25% DISCOUNT ON ALL CLASS

CLASSES ARE POSTED BY THE MONTH
NOVEMBER CLASS

HEIRLOOM CRAZY PATCH TREE SKIRT

This class is an embroidery class only. You will be embroidering crazy patch blocks in the hoop. The blocks will be embellished with decorative stitches along with lace designs. The blocks will be finished using log cabin construction and sewn into wedges. This skirt will be constructed as a quilt-as-u-go method. "There will be homework".

Date: Thurs. Nov. 23 - 30, Dec. 7 -21 @ (5 session)
Time: 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Cost: $ 79.50 for students who purchased machine from Kelly's
Designs $5.00 for students who purchased machine from Kelly's
Cost: $106.00
Designs $ 5.00

EMBROIDERY CLUB-BREAD BASKET AND LINER

This class is focused on machine embroidery only. The only machines excepted in this class are brand specific. (Brother, Husqvarna, Bernina and the latest Singer). This quilted bread basket will be the perfect focal point on your dining table. The elegant liner is embroidered with a hard hanger design and surrounded with little poinsettias. The edge is finished with hemstitch. The basket is used to cradle the home baked rolls as well it can be used for a hot plate. (Class embroidery machine available for students who do not own an embroidery machine).

Date: Sat. Nov. 25 (1 sessions) Time 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Cost: $22.50 for students who purchased machine from Kelly's
Cost: $30.00
Bag a lunch
BROTHER VM8550 CLUB

This class is exclusive to Brother VM8500-VM8550 sewing/embroidery machines purchased from Kelly's Creative Sewing only. The projects that are constructed will be focusing on the features this machine has to offer. Such as scanning, digitizing using a jpeg, quilting fills and more. Fall Door Banner.

Date: Thurs. Nov. 28-Dec. 5 @ (2 sessions) Time: 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Cost: $ 31.50

DECEMBER CLASS

ROYAL CROWN TABLE MAT

This elegant center piece will certainly grab the attention of others. Embellished with jewels, a quilted center design and appliqué border. Photo to follow.

Date: Sat. Dec. 2 (1 sessions)
Time 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Cost: $ 21.00 for students who purchased machine from Kelly's
Cost: $28.00
Bag a lunch

PAPER PIECE SANTA

In this class you will paper piece a Santa place mat. This technique is so precise and accurate. If you never paper pieced you will love it. You do not have to worry about having your corners meet or any alignments. This form of quilting is fun and your design always finishes perfectly. Photo to follow

Date: Dec. 6 (1 sessions)
Time: 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Cost: $15.75 for students who purchased machine from Kelly's
Cost: $21.00
WOOL FELTED SNOWFLAKE TABLE RUNNER

This is an embroidery machine only class. We will construct a wool runner with block piecing using the decorative stitches in your machine to join the blocks. Random or all blocks can be embellished with an embroidery design using felted needles. The needles force wool into the fabric and the design is embedded into the wool. Leaving an image of the design. Photo to follow.

Date: Friday Dec. 8 & 15 (2 sessions)
Time: 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Cost: $ 31.50 for students who purchased machine from Kelly's
Cost: $42.00

BROTHER VM8550 CLUB

This class is exclusive to Brother VM8500-VM8550 sewing/embroidery machines purchased from Kelly's Creative Sewing only. The projects that are constructed will be focusing on the features this machine has to offer. Such as scanning, digitizing using a jpeg, quilting fills and more. Christmas Door Banner

Date: Thurs. Dec. 12 & 19. @ (2 session)
Time: 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Cost: $ 31.50

EMBROIDERY CLUB POINSETTIA TABLE MAT

This class is focused on machine embroidery only. The only machines excepted in this class are brand specific. (Brother, Husqvarna, Bernina and the latest Singer). This project is based on appliqué and using your Brother Scan n Cut if applicable. You can either create an appliqué if you own a Brother Embroidery Machine with edit function or draw the appliqué with the Brother Scan N Cut then cut it out the Brother Scan N Cut. ( Class embroidery machine available for students who do not own an embroidery machine).

Date: Sat. Dec.9 (1 sessions)
Time 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Cost: $ 22.50 for students who purchased machine from Kelly’s
Cost: $30.00
Bag a lunch
APPLIQUE TABLE MAT

Great class for those who want to learn appliqué but do not want the heavy load of stress to construct a large project such as a bed quilt. This one-day class will give you the experience of one of the appliqué techniques and feel great that you have accomplished a finished project. Give it as a gift or highlight your dinner table. Photo to follow.

Date: Sat. Jan. 13 @ (1 session)
Time 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Cost: $ 22.50 for students who purchased machine from Kelly's
Cost: $30.00
Bag a lunch

BEGINNER QUILT-RAIL ROAD CROSSING

Have you always yearned to make your very own quilt and didn't know where to start? Well, now you can. Join us on this new adventure and see how easy it truly is to sew a quilt. You will know which quilting tools to use. How to cut and piece each quilt block and how to get a perfect 1/4" seam every time. You will also learn how to assemble a quilt sandwich. This is not an overly large quilt so you will not be overwhelmed. This quilt is great for the top of your table or for a crib. Photo to follow. Quilt size is approx. 45" X 45".

Date: Sat. Jan. 20-27 & Feb.3 @ (3 session)
Time: 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Cost: $ 75.00 for students who purchased machine from Kelly's
Cost: $84.00
Bag a lunch

EMBROIDERY CLUB-APPLIQUE WALLET

This class is focused on machine embroidery only. The only machines excepted in this class are brand specific. (Brother, Husqvarna, Bernina and the latest Singer). This pretty and practical wallet is appliquéd with a floral embroidery design. Use the same fabric that was used for the floral design and line the wallet so it will coordinate with the outside. (Class embroidery machine available for students who do not own an embroidery machine).

Date: Sat. Jan. 6 (1 sessions)
Time 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Cost: $ 22.50 for students who purchased machine from Kelly's
Cost: $30.00
Bag a lunch